The expansion of Osaka, p, = p0(1 -0.173m+~. ), agrees most closely with the exact perturbation expansion.
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where p, is the chemical potential. " However, in the low-density limit, Pt(~-, f((o)&&1, and »«G&(p, (o) . (7) Thus, in the evaluation of Z, we shall set G (p, (o) = 0.
With this simplilcation, Z(1 -1 ) may more easily be expanded in a power series in n. This expansion to second order is diagrammatically indicated in Fig. 2 .
Here, the solid lines represent the free propagator
Gp(1, 1') = -i in a power series in n. Since there is only one particle in the crystal, we can make use of a variety of simplifica- . 11) we recover the we- 
Hence, Kq. . (35) (0) = (e/2nÃ)-', n,
I =w.+uo= yo(1~j6),
where po is the weak coupling mobility Lyo= e/2nNj.
Again, wc scc a vcr16catlon of thc quaslpalticlc ep dp dp p'p (42) 1+p"/2 
